Andrew Taylor Still, MD, DO, emphasized in his writings the crucial role of osteopathic manipulative treatment (OMT) in maintaining a normal flow of body fluids, especially blood flow, as a means to recover from disease and maintain health. From its inception, the osteopathic medical profession has investigated the OMT-induced physiologic changes to add scientific evidence to positive clinical outcomes. In 1907, Burns published the first article on peripheral sympathetic nervous system (PSNS) reflex changes in animal models and humans. In a literature review, Bolton and Budgell investigated the initial physiologic changes observed after different types of spinal manipulation, mainly through the markers of PSNS function. Standardization is required for data collection and processing in either domain to accurately interpret these changes in skin blood flow that occur after manual procedures. For physiologic studies using LDF, the authors recommend the use of noninvasive reactivity tests (positive controls) to evaluate the different mechanisms involved in overall skin blood flow changes and to compare the magnitude of these changes with those specifically elicited by manual procedures.

Laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) is commonly used in combination with reactivity tests to noninvasively evaluate skin sympathetic nerve activity and skin microvascular function. In manual medicine research, LDF has been used as a marker for global peripheral sympathetic nervous system function, but these results should be considered with caution because skin sympathetic nerve activity physiology is often overlooked. Another limitation of LDF in manual medicine research is the processing of LDF recordings. Two methods have been suggested: the time-domain analysis and the frequency-domain analysis. Standardization is required for data collection and processing in either domain to accurately interpret these changes in skin blood flow that occur after manual procedures. For physiologic studies using LDF, the authors recommend the use of noninvasive reactivity tests (positive controls) to evaluate the different mechanisms involved in overall skin blood flow changes and to compare the magnitude of these changes with those specifically elicited by manual procedures.
Further, SMM is usually associated with initial sympathoexcitatory effects as recorded by changes in respiratory rate, heart rate, heart rate variability, blood pressure, pupillary light reflexes, inflammatory and immune responses, and by changes in several indexes of SBF. The most commonly used SBF indexes are skin conductance, skin temperature, pulse plethysmography, and LDF. Compared with pulse plethysmography, cutaneous electrical conductance, and skin temperature, the use of LDF recordings in manual medicine is relatively new, and outcomes are inconsistent: SMM has been associated with an initial decrease or increase in SBF. These differences could be because of the high variability of the LDF signal, the small sample sizes of the studies, variability in how the data were collected, and inconsistency among researchers in processing and interpreting the LDF signals. The construct validity of using skin conductance and skin temperature as measures of PSNS function has been discussed by Moulson and Watson. The authors concluded that skin temperature seems to be a more sensitive and reliable measure of vasomotor function than PSNS and that skin conductance is prone to variability because it can be affected by psychologic and personality factors. To our knowledge, no such critical analysis of the use of LDF equipment has been published.

Indexes of SBF and SSNA

Because of their noninvasive nature and because they were thought to describe similar changes in deeper tissues, indexes of SBF have been extensively used as markers of PSNS. The initial response to SMM was described as a peripheral vasoconstriction of the arterioles within the dermis and a decrease in SBF leading to a decrease in skin temperature and an increase in skin conductance. However, the underlying mechanisms are not fully understood, and this hypothesis is now considered overly simplistic because SBF indexes cannot be substituted for direct measurements of PSNS function.
and because the specificities of SSNA and their influence on SBF regulation have not been explicitly described in previous manual medicine publications, to our knowledge. The SSNA comprises 4 different nerve categories: vasoconstrictor, vasodilator, sudomotor, and piloarrector; muscle sympathetic activity comprises only vasoconstrictor nerves.28 This physiologic difference might explain why muscle sympathetic nerve activity, as evaluated with invasive microneurographic techniques, is considered a better marker of PSNS activity than SSNA.29 Activation of SSNA nerves depends on the thermal environment and the level of physical and emotional activity.28 Further, the sympathetic vasoconstrictor system is tonically active in thermoneutral environments, but its influence is not substantial because SBF is relatively low at rest. The sympathetic vasodilator system, which is not tonically active, is activated only during increases in internal temperature, such as during exercise or environmental heat exposure.28 The SSNA nerves exert their vasoconstrictor and vasodilator influences over vascular smooth muscles and the arteriovenous shunt to deviate blood flow to regulate body temperature; the shunt is closed to radiate heat in hot environments and open to conserve heat in cold environments (Figure 1).

LDF: General Methods and Applications
Laser Doppler flowmetry is a noninvasive technique for monitoring and evaluating red blood cell velocity and concentration, providing an index of perfusion often referred to as flux. The infrared light from a low-power laser is directed via an optical fiber onto the tissue to be studied, and the light scattered back from the tissue is collected by 1 or more other optical fibers and analyzed.30 When applied to the skin, the infrared light penetrates the tissue 1.0 to 1.5 mm to measure cutaneous microvascular blood perfusion in the dermis (Figure 1).4 Coupled with a reactivity test, which is a mechanical, thermal, electrical, or pharmacologic stressor eliciting a known and reproducible physiologic response, LDF has been used to investigate peripheral microvascular disorders commonly seen in diabetes mellitus, atherosclerosis, kidney dysfunction, hypertension, and heart disease.12 Among reactivity tests, the postocclusive reactive hyperemia test and the local thermal hyperemia test have a well-established validity.13 Specific noninvasive evaluations of the influence of SSNA on SBF (vasoconstrictor reflex) include respiratory tests such as the inspiratory gasp test, thermal tests such as the cold pressor test, mental tests such as the Stroop test, and noxious stimuli recorded with LDF equipment.31

LDF Recordings in Manual Medicine
In the 8 published papers that evaluated changes in LDF recordings after manual procedures, investigators recorded SBF changes at different anatomic locations: the upper limb, the lower limb, or the head. In the upper limb, investigators used 2 probes at 2 locations: 1 over
the thumb and 1 over the lateral epicondyle or 2 probes over the same forearm. In the lower limb, investigators used 2 probes: 1 over each dorsum of the foot over the dermatome of the fifth lumbar vertebra. In the head, investigators used 1 probe at 1 location: over 1 earlobe, or over the midline of the forehead. In these studies, the authors did not discuss the possible influence of constitutional factors, such as age, sex, skin pigmentation, skin type, or smoking habits, that may influence LDF recordings, thus making it difficult to extrapolate results to the general population.

The positioning of the LDF probes can also influence SBF variability. The epidermis is the most superficial layer of the skin and contains no blood vessels. Its depth varies from 0.05-mm thick on the eyelids to 1.5-mm thick on the palms of the hands and the soles of the feet. Under the epidermis, the depth of the dermis varies from 0.3 mm on the eyelid to 3.0 mm on the back (Figure 1). Thus, the LDF beam may not be able to reach the dermis in certain areas of the body. The studies we reviewed did not address this issue as it pertained to the most common sites used for LDF recordings. The best data are usually obtained when the LDF probe is taped over skin that has the highest density of arteriovenous anastomoses within the 1.0- to 1.5-mm depth range of the laser beam. When SBF was assessed with a single-point LDF probe placed on the finger pad or fingertip skin, the reproducibility was higher compared with forearm placement because of the higher density of arteriovenous anastomoses in the finger pads.

Paungmali et al and Vicenzino et al discussed concurrent opposite changes in SBF in the hand and elbow caused by possible different control mechanisms in glabrous or hairy skin. Mechanisms influencing SBF are currently better documented, but data showing possible differences in SBF after SMM between glabrous and hairy skin are lacking. Roustit and Cracowski recommend the use of a vacuum cushion to keep the hand and forearm as still as possible to reduce motion artifacts, but this procedure might be challenging for investigators, especially those in manual medicine fields. Most LDF studies of manual procedures involve mobilization of the participants and taped probes, so investigators must manually select a portion of the LDF signal that is free from motion artifacts. Therefore, reported changes in SBF during manual procedures have been challenged because complete signals cannot be extracted and analyzed, and those signals are needed for frequency-domain analysis.

**Challenges to LDF Data Analysis: Time Domain vs Frequency Domain**

To our knowledge, 1 research team has used a frequency-domain analysis to evaluate changes in SBF induced by cranial manipulation. This team started to use a power spectral analysis of LDF recordings as used in a seminal...
study demonstrating that the palpable rhythm of the cranial rhythmic impulse (CRI) was synchronous with the 0.1-Hz frequency component of SBF recorded at the left earlobe. Sergueef et al used a Fourier-transform analysis to interpret changes in the LDF signal for 3 principal spectral peaks: the thermal or Mayer wave (1.2-5.4 cycles per minute), the baro or Traube-Hering wave (6.0-10.0 cycles per minute), and the respiratory wave (data not reported). Cranial manipulation, consisting of equilibration of the global cranial motion pattern and the craniocervical junction, increased the Traube-Hering wave and decreased the Mayer wave components, suggesting an influence on PSNS. The application of a “compression of the fourth ventricle” procedure resulted in an amplification of the 0.1-Hz frequency oscillation of the LDF signal, which has been linked to the palpable phenomenon of the CRI. Palpation over bony structures, such as the forehead, might be different from palpation of soft structures, such as the earlobe, and may not reflect the palpatory findings clinicians usually associate with the CRI. However, this research team seemed more interested in evaluating changes in specific spectra rather than overall changes in SBF associated with cranial procedures; therefore, they interpreted those changes as a possible influence over PSNS function. Further, they described the Traube-Hering-Mayer waves but not the usual 5 spectra of the LDF signal in the frequency domain. They also did not describe the physiology of the SSNA, and they referred to the literature on muscle sympathetic activity and PSNS regulation of the heart to describe a putative role of cranial manipulation over PSNS activity.

Two methods of expressing and analyzing SBF data in the time domain include the maximal effect method (maximum increase or decrease) and the integral measurement method. The former method is expressed as a percentage of the mean level of APU before stimulation. With the latter method, APU data are averaged over different lengths of time—30 seconds or 2 minutes—and the experimental and final rest period values are converted into percent change from baseline. Analysis of variance methods are then used to evaluate changes in SBF associated with SMM. Because of the variability of SBF recordings, the maximal effect method is probably not appropriate, and the integral measurement method, which has been used to describe changes in other SBF indexes, should be recommended. Results of a reactivity test may be expressed as raw APU or cutaneous vascular conductance (APU divided by mean arterial pressure), as the variation from baseline SBF (percent changes from baseline or changes in the area under the curve), or as a percentage of maximal vasodilation. The time over which SBF is averaged should be carefully chosen because it will influence data expression. This period, however, has yet to be defined by investigators in manual medicine.
A typical laser Doppler flowmetry (LDF) signal (A) and an example of transforming an LDF signal to a frequency domain (B). Because the time and frequency domains are equivalent, the 2 domains can be transformed into each other with the use of frequency-domain algorithms. The Fourier transformation and the inverse Fourier transformation, respectively, are typically used. The Fourier transformation is used to convert a signal of any shape into a sum of an infinite number of sinusoidal waves. The wavelet transform technique is another method used to analyze oscillation in the LDF signal.\textsuperscript{25} Abbreviation: APU, arbitrary perfusion units. Adapted with permission from Huang et al.\textsuperscript{32}
Discussion

The use of a time-domain or frequency-domain analysis may depend on the research question of the given study. Overall changes in SBF, for example, would require a time-domain analysis, and changes in PSNS function would require a frequency-domain analysis. Specific changes that may occur in 1 spectrum as detected with a frequency-domain analysis might be missed if investigators use only a time-domain analysis. The 2 types of analysis would then theoretically give a better description of OMT-induced physiologic changes. To date, investigators have used just 1 of these 2 methods. However, no consensus on the best way to express LDF data has been reached.13

Overall changes in LDF recordings have been studied in therapeutic procedures in other fields. A decrease in musculoskeletal pain has been associated with a short-term increase in SBF as measured with LDF after acupuncture,37 interferential therapy,38 ultrasound therapy,39 and massage.40 All of these procedures were applied locally, and mechanisms underlying initial local increase in SBF might have been different from remote changes occurring in the limbs after SMM. Furthermore, there seems to be a lack of information available to describe the potential link between changes in SBF and similar changes in the blood circulation in deeper tissues, which may have a greater clinical relevance for manual medicine practitioners (eg, osteopathic physicians, foreign-trained osteopaths, chiropractors, physiotherapists). Abnormalities of SBF responses to an ischemic reactivity test have been associated with left ventricular hypertrophy and increased relative wall thickness of the left ventricle and may indicate a ubiquitous impairment of microvascular function.41 Similarly, LDF equipment may have the potential to indicate changes occurring in deeper tissues after manual procedures, but more research is necessary to describe the physiologic mechanisms involved, the reactivity tests to elicit them, and the normative values of healthy and symptomatic populations.

Compared with other SBF indexes, one of the main advantages of LDF is the ability to combine its use with noninvasive reactivity tests, such as the cold pressor or inspiratory gasp tests, which specifically assess SSNA control of SBF (Figure 4).42 In previous manual medicine research, SBF data were not compared with these kinds of positive controls, and different SMM methods were used on healthy and symptomatic participants,3 thus limiting the overall generalizability of the results. Researchers in other disciplines have used positive controls. Kimura et al43 used the inspiratory gasp test as a positive control to compare the magnitude of the SBF reduction with that after a glutamate injection into latent myofascial trigger points. The use of LDF with reactivity tests may also help investigators discuss different physiologic pathways involved in overall SBF regulation by specifically eliciting or suppressing one of these physiologic pathways. For example, Mohammadian et al,5 investigating manipulation-induced analgesia, used a 20-minute application of capsaicin cream over the forearm as a positive control to induce cutaneous inflammatory reactions and thereby increase SBF. Because SBF was not affected by a single SMM application, the investigators attributed the hypoalgesic effects to central rather than peripheral mechanisms.5 The importance of local factors in the self-regulation of SBF44 (Figure 4) along with a low and transient influence of SSNA45 on SBF regulation might challenge previous interpretations of physiologic changes associated with SMM, especially because those changes have been solely associated with changes in PSNS function. To overcome this challenge, investigators should collect at least 1 other set of data with a PSNS marker, such as heart rate variability,7 to differentiate local endothelial mechanisms from PSNS mechanisms involved in the initial physiologic changes that occur after SMM.

Frequency-domain analysis of LDF recordings was performed by a single research team investigating physiologic changes associated with palpation of the CRI,7,8 after a cranial technique applied to the craniovertebral junction,49 and after compression of the fourth ventricle.7 Because these researchers studied cranial palpation9 and cranial manipulation,7,10 in which the practitioner’s
The hypothesis of venous vasomotion to explain rhythmic palpatory changes associated with CRI was first proposed by Farasyn. Further, LDF equipment played a key role in evaluating this hypothesis and allowed Nelson et al. to show a link between the 0.1-Hz frequency component of SBF waves and palpation of the ears.

Figure 4. Relationship between the overall efferent peripheral sympathetic nervous system, the 4 categories of skin sympathetic nerves, and the 5 components regulating local skin blood flow.

Fourier transformation of LDF recordings showed that some physiologic parameters may be affected by cranial manipulation; however, as stated by Nelson et al., the therapeutic value of the changes is still unknown. The literature we reviewed did not discuss the specificities of SSNA over SBF regulation (Figure 4); therefore, we recommend a more prudent interpretation of previous results from LDF recordings that describe possible effects of cranial manipulation on PSNS function. Such claims might be supported by concomitant changes in other markers of PSNS function. Using heart rate variability might be useful, but it requires a 5-minute recording, and the pathways involved in the PSNS regulation of the heart and those involved in the SSNA of the head are likely different.
Conclusion
Laser Doppler flowmetry equipment is used in manual medicine research as a noninvasive tool to evaluate the overall SMM-induced changes in SBF, the correlation of the 0.1-Hz frequency component of SBF waves from palpation of the CRI at the head, and the influence of cranial manipulation on the 0.1-Hz frequency component of SBF waves. The use of the integral measurement method, where APU data are averaged over different lengths of time, should be preferred for time-domain analysis of LDF recordings. The use of LDF with noninvasive reactivity tests, such as the cold pressor or inspiratory gasp tests, might be useful to specifically assess SSNA and to compare the magnitude of changes with those after manual procedures. Because of the specificities of SSNA, however, LDF recordings of PSNS function, whether analyzed in the time or frequency domains, should be interpreted cautiously because SBF is probably not an appropriate marker for PSNS function. Because few studies exist for a meta-analysis to inform clinical practice, this review focused on what is currently known about LDF and SBF regulation. For future studies, the use of LDF equipment combined with markers of PSNS function or combined with reactivity tests involving specific physiologic pathways as positive controls may advance the usefulness of LDF in osteopathic manipulative medicine research.
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